Design Simulation of Top ITO Gratings to Improve Light Transmission for Gallium Nitride LEDs
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Abstract

We present simulation results of the indium tin oxide (ITO) top diffraction grating using a rigorous couple wave analysis (RCWA) for GaN LEDs. We study three different nano-structure patterns: cylindrical pillar grating, conical pillar grating, and cylindrical nano-hole grating. We show the light transmission improvement with nano-grating designs and present design charts for the nano-hole grating.

1. Introduction

The conventional GaN-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have a low light extraction efficiency caused by the total internal reflection. A common way to solve this light trapping is to etch a periodic nano-structure at the light extraction surface and/or the bottom reflective layer of the LEDs [1]-[4].

For commercial applications, low cost and simplicity in fabrication are desired. It has been demonstrated by Peking University in 2008 that 32\% of light extraction enhancement was achieved by using the triangular patterned encapsulated Flip-chip (FC) GaN LEDs compared to C-LEDs [5]. In this design, the surface gratings and the encapsulation of a polymer can be simultaneously accomplished in a single procedure; additionally it provides low height profile. Therefore, it can realize thin and low cost LED package. However, our pervious work focuses on micro-scale grating patterns. To obtain design guidelines and understand design parameters in the nano-scale, we developed a three-dimensional (3D) rigorous couple wave analysis (RCWA) GaN-based light-emitting diode (LED) grating model to study top diffraction grating design using Rsoft DiffMod [6]. In the paper, we also provide a design charts for the improvement of the LED light extraction and optimize the nano-hole-patterned polymer top grating design.

In summary, we present a three-dimensional (3D) rigorous couple wave analysis (RCWA) GaN-based light-emitting diode (LED) grating model to study the top indium tin oxide (ITO) diffraction grating performance at 460nm wavelength in order to improve the GaN LED light transmission efficiency.

2. Design simulation

The core algorithm of the model is based on RCWA and enhanced with modal transmission line theory. The RCWA [7] [8] represents the electromagnetic fields as a sum of coupled waves. A periodic permittivity function is represented using Fourier harmonics. Each coupled wave is related to a Fourier harmonic, allowing the full vectorial Maxwell’s equations to be solved in the Fourier domain. Currently, plane wave incidence is assumed and material is lossless to simplify the calculation.

Usually it is not very practical to fabricate all kinds of the top ITO textures or patterns to select the optimized structure [9][10]. Therefore, we simulate three typical gratings: cylindrical pillar grating, conical pillar grating, and cylindrical nano-hole grating, as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(c). The detailed GaN LED layer structure is also presented in Fig. 2. In our device design, it is very important to keep a 30nm-fixed ITO thickness at bottom of the grating. This fixed thickness is used to prevent P-GaN layer from being damaged in the etching process and
protect the overall device characterization. Furthermore, the 30nm-bottom ITO layer also acts as the current injection layer to protect the LED I-V characterization from being effected by the nano-structure.

In the grating simulation model, there are three major parameters that affect the light extraction: grating period (Λ), grating height (d), and bottom width (w). First, according to our fabrication capability, we choose a large grating period Λ=300nm for the initial calculation [11]. We sweep the other two parameters (d and w) and their possible permutations. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(c). For the grating height (d) smaller than 60nm, cylindrical pillar grating has the best performance. All three cases have the best performance at larger w value or the small air filling factor. At large period Λ value, it is recommended to make shallow nano-structure to improve light transmission. For the grating height (d) larger than 60nm, cylindrical nano-hole grating has the best performance.

In general, nano-hole structure can improve light extraction in a wider range of the grating height (d). Nano-hole is also easy to be achieved in our fabrication [11]. We furthermore study the nano-hole grating in detail (Λ=140nm, 180nm, 220nm, and 260nm as well), and shown in Fig. 4. We find that the Λ=140nm case has the highest light extraction output. Compared to the no-grating case, the light extraction improvement is about 10% for the 230nm-depth and 120-width grating. However, the smaller pattern size raises fabrication challenges. Actually, the large grating period is not an idea design for the conical pillar grating and the nano-hole grating.

Fig. 1 The schematic diagrams of the top grating simulation a) cylindrical pillar grating, b) conical pillar grating, and c) cylindrical nano-hole grating.

Fig. 2 The detailed LED layer structure in the models.
Figure 3. The simulation results a) cylindrical pillar grating, b) conical pillar grating, c) cylindrical nano-hole grating for grating period of $\Lambda=300\text{nm}$. 
Fig. 4 Nano hole grating simulation results with $\Lambda=140, 180, 220, 260$nm.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the simulation results of nano-scale grating design in GaN LEDs. We compare three different grating structures: cylindrical pillar grating, conical pillar grating, and cylindrical nano-hole grating. And we show that the small grating period will yield more light extraction efficiency.
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